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1. Information desk 
 
At each team hotel an information desk will be present. Information and questions about the 
trainings schedule, transportation and meal & drinks can be obtained and asked here.  

2. Transportation 
 
All local transport is organized by the National Organizers according to Competition regulations. 
Transport schedules will be delivered to the manager of the teams at the Preliminary Inquiry 
and/or at the arrival desk.  
To the matches and the trainings on competition courts two teams must go in one bus. A friendly 
request from our side, take each other into account and arrive at the pick-up point 5-10 minutes 
before the agreed departure time. The bus leaves on time.  Thank you in advance for your 
cooperation and understanding.  

3. Laundry 
 
The organizers will provide and bear the costs for laundry of the sports uniforms of the teams after 
each match (for practical reasons not possible after the last match of the tournament). 
The items are: 1 set of playing shirts, shorts and socks of the players of each team.  The uniforms 
will be given back at the competition venue before the next match. 
The competition clothing that is left in the changing room will be washed by the organization. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to shower in the theatres. Our advice is to bring a set of clothes 
that can be worn after the match. 

4. Hotelmanagement and food 
 
We kindly request to have one contact person per team. This contact person has to inform the 
team members about the given information. 
The food list for the next day has to be delivered to the hotel manager the day before at least at 
13.00 hour. It is not allowed to changes lunch- and dinertimes without permission of the hotel 
manager. 
 

5. Training 
 
It is not allowed to watch the training of other participants. Warm-up area nearby the trainingcourt 
can be used a half an hour before the training. 
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6. Uniform colours 
 

 
  
 
 

Date Round Venue Time match team vs team

15-jul 1 Venlo 16:00 1 NED orange - blue RWA

15-jul 1 Venlo 19:00 5 CHN blue - white USA

16-jul 2 Venlo 12:00 9 RWA yellow - dark blue USA

16-jul 2 Venlo 19:00 13 NED blue - white CHN

18-jul 3 Eindhoven 16.00 17 CHN blue - yellow RWA

18-jul 3 Eindhoven 19:00 21 USA red - white NED

Date Round Venue Time match team vs team

15-jul 1 Venlo 15:00 2 IRI red - black JPN

15-jul 1 Venlo 18:00 6 GER black - white RUS

16-jul 2 Venlo 13:00 10 JPN red - dark blue RUS

16-jul 2 Venlo 18:00 14 IRI white - blue GER

18-jul 3 Eindhoven 13:00 18 GER red - white JPN

18-jul 3 Eindhoven 18:00 22 RUS blue - red IRI

Date Round Venue Time match team vs team

15-jul 1 Venlo 12:00 3 BRA greenyellow - blue CRO

15-jul 1 Venlo 14:00 7 UKR blue - red KAZ

16-jul 2 Venlo 16:00 11 CRO white - black KAZ

16-jul 2 Venlo 14:00 15 BRA bluewhite - yellow UKR

18-jul 3 Eindhoven 12:00 19 UKR blue - red CRO

18-jul 3 Eindhoven 14:00 23 KAZ blue - yellowgreen BRA

Date Round Venue Time match team vs team

15-jul 1 Venlo 11:00 4 EGY white - red POL

15-jul 1 Venlo 13:00 8 BIH blue - green IRQ

16-jul 2 Venlo 11:00 12 POL black - white IRQ

16-jul 2 Venlo 15:00 16 EGY red - white BIH

18-jul 3 Eindhoven 11:00 20 BIH blue - red POL

18-jul 3 Eindhoven 15:00 24 IRQ green - white EGY

POOL D  (court 2)

POOL A  (court 1)

POOL B  (court 2)

POOL C  (court 1)


